
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-23: /ōō/ and /ū/ Sounds

Spelling Words Review

balloon

unit 

mutation

cubic

unicycle 

value

pursue 

issue

nephew

vacuum 

confuse

amuse

duet

musical

 peruse

bruise

youthful

unicorn

beauty

usually 

anonymous

disagreement

disillusion

Challenge

ukulele

unanimous 

Identify whether the spelling word has the /ōō/ or the /ū/ sound.  

1.  balloon           _________________________

2.  unicorn           _________________________

3.  mutation                                 _________________________
 

4.  bruise           _________________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a musical performance by two people                     _________________________
          

6.  to look through something; to browse                 _________________________

7.  to entertain or humor someone           _________________________
          

8. the son of a person's brother or sister           _________________________

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word pair. 

9.        elderly; aged                 _____________________

     

10.      simplify; clarify               _____________________      

11. avoid; flee                     _____________________      

12.       crudeness; ugliness      _____________________  
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Name: _________________________________                 List E-23: /ōō/ and /ū/ Sounds

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

usually cubic musical unit

value unicycle vacuum issue

13.  The clown at the fair balanced carefully on the single wheel of his  _____________________.

14.  Can you tell me what the estimated  _____________________  of the painting is?

15.  The  _____________________  of measurement we used for our math project was centimeters. 

16. Amber bought a ticket to see her friend perform in the school  _____________________.

17. Ishmael took the  _____________________ out of the closet so he could clean the carpet.

18. In the morning, Sam's dad likes to read the latest  _____________________  of his favorite

magazine. 

19. The construction worker poured 200  _____________________  meters of cement.  

20. I  _____________________  remember to check the mail, but today I completely forgot. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the long vowel sound in the review word disagreement.  _________________________

22. Identify the long vowel sound in the review word disillusion.           _________________________

23. Divide the word anonymous into syllables by rewriting it          _________________________
on the line.         

24. Which challenge word is a musical instrument?                                _________________________

25. Which challenge word means “agreement by everyone”?            _________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-23: /ōō/ and /ū/ Sounds

Spelling Words Review

balloon

unit 

mutation

cubic

unicycle 

value

pursue 

issue

nephew

vacuum 

confuse

amuse

duet

musical

 peruse

bruise

youthful

unicorn

beauty

usually 

anonymous

disagreement

disillusion

Challenge

ukulele

unanimous

Identify whether the spelling word has the /ōō/ or the /ū/ sound.  

1.  balloon           /  ōō  /

2.  unicorn           /  ū  /

3.  mutation                                 /  ū  /
 
4.  bruise                      /  ōō  /

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a musical performance by two people                     duet
          

6.  to look through something; to browse                 peruse

7.  to entertain or humor someone           amuse
          

8. the son of a person's brother or sister           nephew  

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word pair.  

9.        elderly; aged                 youthful

     

10.      simplify; clarify               confuse      

11. avoid; flee                     pursue      

12.       crudeness; ugliness      beauty  
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Name: _________________________________                 List E-23: /ōō/ and /ū/ Sounds

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

usually cubic musical unit

value unicycle vacuum issue

13.  The clown at the fair balanced carefully on the single wheel of his unicycle.

14.  Can you tell me what the estimated value of the painting is?

15.  The unit of measurement we used for our math project was centimeters.  

16. Amber bought a ticket to see her friend perform in the school musical.

17. Ishmael took the vacuum out of the closet so he could clean the carpet.

18. In the morning, Sam's dad likes to read the latest issue of his favorite

magazine. 

19.  The construction worker poured 200 cubic meters of cement.

20. I usually remember to check the mail, but today I completely forgot. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the long vowel sound in the review word disagreement.           long e sound

22. Identify the long vowel sound in the review word disillusion.             long-oo sound

23. Divide the word anonymous into syllables by rewriting it       a / non / y / mous
on the line.         

24. Which challenge word is a musical instrument?                              ukulele

25. Which challenge word means “agreement by everyone”?   unanimous 
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